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Anharmonicity, vibrational instability, and the Boson peak in glasses
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We show that a vibrational instability of the spectrum of weakly interacting quasilocal harmonic modes
creates the maximum in the inelastic scattering intensity in glasses, the Boson peak. The instability, limited by
anharmonicity, causes a complete reconstruction of the vibrational density of states~DOS! below some fre-
quencyvc , proportional to the strength of interaction. The DOS of the new harmonic modes is independent of
the actual value of the anharmonicity. It is a universal function of frequency depending on a single parameter
— the Boson peak frequencyvb which is a function of interaction strength. The excess of the DOS over the
Debye value is}v4 at low frequencies and linear inv in the intervalvb!v!vc . Our results are in an
excellent agreement with recent experimental studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking properties of glasses is a ma
mum in the inelastic scattering intensity observed in neut
and Raman scattering at frequencies between 0.5 and 2
far below the Debye frequency.1 This so called Boson pea
~BP! indicates an excess of low frequency vibrations over
Debye value which is given by the sound waves. It is seen
a maximum in the vibrational density of states~DOS! di-
vided by v2, G(v)/v2 but not necessarily inG(v) itself.2

The BP is a general feature, its magnitude varies stron
between materials.

Despite numerous efforts, the BP remains one of the m
intriguing problems of solid state physics. Some authors
tribute the BP to vibrations of clusters of atoms of typic
sizes.3,4 The physical origin of these clusters in homogeneo
amorphous media remains unclear and they have not b
identified in numerical simulations.

Another popular qualitative explanation of the Bos
peak is a softening of acoustic phonons by static disorde5,6

due to elastic Rayleigh scattering. However, even the m
optimistic estimates show that the Rayleigh contribution is
least 4 times too small to explain the experimental data
thermal conductivity in glasses.5 This mechanism is also in
contradiction to the linear dispersion law for acoustic
phonons at the Boson peak frequency seen in molecular
namics in Ref. 7.

Sometimes the BP is related to low lying optic modes
parental crystals.8–10 Whereas the BP is a general feature
glasses such crystal structures with soft optic modes ca
be identified always. Such a mechanism is possible in so
cases. Yet it remains a puzzle how these crystalline peak
transformed in the glassy state to a shoulder in the vib
tional DOS.

Recent work on harmonic lattice models demonstra
that softening of disordered force constants can smear
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push to low frequencies peaks which exist in the crystall
DOS.11–13 In another approach the vibrations of a rando
distribution of atoms, interacting with a Gaussian-shap
pair potential, was studied14 in a harmonic scalar approxima
tion. Reducing the density the system becomes unstable.
proaching this instability a low frequency peak appears
G(v)/v2 which resembles the BP. The main drawback
these models is their neglect of the static displacement of
atoms in response to disorder. In real glasses where s
range order is conserved such feedback always occurs s
the forces between the atoms strongly depend on their
tance. In particular, the above models have no built
mechanism to stabilize vibrations with negativev2, unstable
modes.

The proposed models of the Boson peak do not acco
for anharmonicity effects which, as we will show in th
present paper, become very important especially for sm
force constants. Glasses at low frequencies and tempera
are highly anharmonic as seen in most of their macrosco
thermodynamic functions. Anharmonicity and static d
placements, together, stabilize otherwise unstable vibratio
modes. This does not however, imply that the vibrations
the Boson peak are anharmonic. Anharmonicity is essen
in forming the equilibrium structure, and thus the force co
stants which determine the proper harmonic spectrum of
frequency modes.

Another important point is that the previous explanatio
do not relate the Boson peak, which is one of the univer
properties of glasses, to other universal properties, suc
the two-level systems which dominate the low-temperat
behavior or the plateau in the thermal conductivity at mo
erate temperatures. This relationship naturally emerges in
approach.

II. QUASILOCALIZED VIBRATIONS „QLV’s …

We present a universal mechanism for the formation o
BP in glasses, out of an originallyflat DOS. This arises from
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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the following three features:~1! quasilocal vibrations
~QLV’s! ~resonant states! with a smooth, structureless initia
DOS, g0(v) at low v, ~2! an elastic interaction betwee
them, and~3! stabilization by anharmonicity when the sy
tem becomes unstable because of interaction.

Similar to the well known two level systems, the QLV
are a typical feature of disordered systems. They are a
tional modes and are characterized by a large vibratio
amplitude of some group of atoms. Their existence in glas
was predicted in Refs. 15–17. They can be described as
frequency harmonic oscillators~HO’s! which couple bilin-
early to the sound waves, see Refs. 18–20. This in turn le
to a dipole-dipole interaction between different HO’s. T
importance of the elastic interaction between local defect
glasses has been stressed by Yu and Leggett21 and Grannan
et al.22

The microscopic origin of QLV’s in disordered system
varies and depends on the type of disorder. Broadly spe
ing, the QLV’s can be divided into two groups. First there a
materials where QLV’s exist independently of the structu
disorder typical for structural glasses and amorphous so
Orientationally disordered~‘‘plastic’’ ! crystals belong to this
group.23–25 In these materials some molecular groups libr
with low frequencies. In harmonic approximation these s
librations can be identified with QLV’s. The local potentia
for the librational motion can vary from site to site. In th
case we have a distribution of the librational frequenci
The librations couple to the sound waves which in turn
duces an interaction between them.22 It depends on details o
the material whether the interaction is strong enough to
construct the original spectrum of QLV’s completely or on
partially. This effect is seen in recent measurements of
electrtric loss spectra of orthocarborane.26 Similarly coordi-
nation defects in covalent materials can lead to QLV as w
observed by Biswaset al.27 in a simulation of amorphous S
~see also recent works in Refs. 28 and 29!. QLV can origi-
nate from numerous defects such as off center ions or in
stitial atoms. Depending on the ‘‘size’’ of the defect th
QLV’s involve more or fewer atoms. Interstitial atoms a
the prototype of a topological point defect. QLV’s of inte
stitial atoms in fcc metals were studied extensively in
past, see Ref. 30 for a review. These QLV’s have effect
masses of four atomic masses and the crystal structur
strongly distorted by the defect and the low frequency of
librational QLV can be traced to the local strain. Low co
centrations of these interstitials are already sufficient to
stroy the crystalline structure completely. This is utilized
the interstitialcy model of glass formation.31

This leads directly to the second group where the QL
result directly from disorder. Such modes are regularly fou
in computer simulations, e.g., for soft spheres,32 SiO2,33

Se,34 Ni-Zr,35 Pd-Si and Au-Si,36 NiB,37 in amorphous ice,38

in amorphous and quasicrystalline Al-Zn-Mg,39 and in
simple dense fluids.40

In these simulations the QLV’s were observed as locali
vibrations with frequencies below the minimal sound wa
frequency allowed by the size of the simulated sample
simple indicator of these ‘‘size-localized’’ QLV’s is the sca
ing of the participation ratio with system size. Increasing
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system size the minimal sound wave frequency drops and
QLV’s are no longer localized in the simulation but show t
typical properties of resonant modes, i.e., of low frequen
local vibrations which couple bilinearly to the sound wave
The exact eigenvectors of the interacting system of QL
and sound waves are superpositions of these two type
modes. The effect of system size on the appearance of Q
in simulations was discussed in detail in Ref. 41. There
was shown that the exact eigenvectors at frequencies u
and above the boson peak can be decomposed into exte
sound-wave-like modes and the local cores of QLV’s. T
latter correspond to the harmonic oscillators of this work

The physical origin of these disorder induced QLV’s c
be traced to local irregularities of the amorphous structure
dense packed metallic glasses these originate, e.g., from
conflict of the local dense packing~icosahedral packing! and
global dense packing~fcc or hcp!.42 These local irregularities
can be seen as centers of local strains.43

We expect such local strain centers to be ubiquitous. T
strains will have broad distributions, which will lead to broa
distributions of QLV frequencies. Whereas local strains a
QLV’s will be a general property of glasses the atomis
structure of QLV’s reflects the structure of the consider
material. In dense packed metallic systems the cores of
QLV have been found to be chainlike.44,41 In SiO2 they are
formed by a coupled rotations of SiO4 tetrahedra.17,45 In Se
one has coupled chains and rings,34 etc.

Another possible~and natural! mechanism of the QLV
formation are low lying optical modes in parental crysta
Disorder in amorphous material would destroy the lo
range coherence of optical modes. This makes them pra
cally indistinguishable from quasilocal modes.

Together with the tunneling systems, the QLV’s form t
main ingredient of the soft potential model46,47 ~see Ref. 48!.
They manifest themselves in experimental values, e.g.,
excess specific heat47,49–51 and the plateau in the therma
conductivity,20,52 in inelastic light53 and neutron scattering,17

and they are observed in many numerical calculations, c
above.

III. DENSITY OF STATES OF QUASILOCALIZED
VIBRATIONS

One might thinka priori that the QLV’s can have an
arbitrary DOS,g(v), depending on the particulars of th
glass. We will show, that due to the interaction between
HO’s, g(v) is a universalfunction at low frequencies. This
universality stems from the vibrational instability of th
spectrum which occurs in nearly all systems of interact
HO’s. Anharmonicity stabilizes the system in new minim
and thus reconstructs the DOS to a newharmonicspectrum.
As a resultg(v)/v2 acquires a maximum without a peak
g(v) itself.

Below we will derive the following form of the reduce
DOS of these harmonic resonant modes~excluding the De-
bye part at lowv which is not seen in Raman scattering!
3-2
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g~v!

v2 5
3C

pv!S v!

v D 4

@z1
2~v!1z2

2~v!#21

3F 1

2z1~v!
ln

z1~v!11

z1~v!21
1

1

z2~v!
tan21

1

z2~v!G ,
~1!

whereC is a constant@Eq. ~22!# and

z1,2~v!5
1

2
AA918~v!/v!663. ~2!

The functiong(v)/v2 is plotted in Fig. 1. It depends on
single parameter,v! characterizing the position of the Boso
peak. The maximum ofg(v)/v2, the Boson peak, is atvb
'1.1v* . For small frequencies,v!vb , g(v)}v4 while
for large ones,v@vb , g(v)}v.

IV. VIBRATIONAL INSTABILITY

To illustrate our central idea of a vibrational instabilit
we start with a pair of interacting HO’s immersed in an ela
tic continuum. The potential energy is given by

Uhar~x1 ,x2!5M1v1
2x1

2/21M2v2
2x2

2/22I 12x1x2 . ~3!

Herex1,2 are the HO coordinates,M1,2 the masses, andv1,2
the bare frequencies of the two HO’s, i.e., neglecting
bilinear interaction. The interaction strength is given by53

I 125g12J/r 12
3 , J[L2/rv2 ~4!

whereg12 accounts for the relative orientation of the HO
r 12 is their distance,r is the mass density of the glass, andv
is a sound velocity. The interaction between the HO’s is d
to the coupling between a single HO and the surround
elastic medium~the glass!. This HO-phonon coupling has th
form20

Hint5Lx«,

whereL is the coupling constant and« the strain.
Diagonalization of Eq.~3! yields two frequencies

ṽ1,2
2 5

v1
21v2

2

2
7AS v1

22v2
2

2
D 2

1
I 12

2

M1M2

. ~5!

FIG. 1. The Boson peak, Eq.~1!.
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The smaller valueṽ1
2 becomes negative when the interacti

I 12[I exceeds the threshold~critical! value

I c[v1v2AM1M2. ~6!

A negative frequency squared indicates an instability of
corresponding eigenstate. At this instability the stable eq
librium point at the origin turns into a saddle point of th
potential energy, Eq.~3!.

This instability persists also in a system of many intera
ing HO’s. In a real physical system, anharmonic forces
ways stabilize an embedded HO in a nearby minimum of
potential energy. The position of this minimum depends
the interaction between HO’s. We are thus confronted w
the many-body problem of finding the minima of the pote
tial energy for a system of interacting anharmonic oscillato
similar to the one considered in Refs. 22,54. The frequen
in these minima are real and different from the original on
The harmonic vibrational spectrum is reconstructed. We w
call this anharmonicity limited vibrational instability.

V. STABILIZATION BY ANHARMONICITY

We will now show that forweak interactionI the recon-
structed DOS has, below a characteristic frequencyvc}uI u,
a universal form irrespective of its original form. First, du
to interaction, it becomes alinear function of frequency
g(v)}v. Secondly, the displacements of the previously u
stable oscillators from their old equilibrium positions crea
static random forces which cause asecondreconstruction of
the DOS below another frequencyvb!vc . Due to so called
sea-gull singularity47 at v50 the linear DOS is recon
structed tog(v)}v4 for v!vb . Together, these two recon
structions produce a maximum ofg(v)/v2 at v5vb .

Let us consider a number of randomly distributed, int
acting HO with concentrationn0 and an initial DOSg0(v)
~normalized to unity! in the frequency range from 0 tov0,
where g0(v) is a monotonously increasing function ofv.
For the harmonic part of the interaction we take the gen
alization of Eq.~3! and add an anharmonic term to stabili
the system

Uanhar5~1/4!(
i

Aixi
4 , Ai.0. ~7!

We will take the interactionI to be the small parameter o
our theory, i.e., we assume that the typical random inter
tion I between neighboring HO’s is much smaller than t
typical values ofMv0

2. As uI u!Mv0
2 frequencies of order

v0 will be practically unaffected by the interaction where
HO’s with frequenciesv,vc will be displaced to new
minima, where

vc.uI u/Mv0!v0 . ~8!

Since the concentration of unstable HO’s is much sma
than the one of the stable ones a low frequency oscillato
typically surrounded by high frequency ones. We can s
plify our consideration by again considering pairs of HO
one with a low frequencyv1&vc and the other one from the
3-3
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bulk of the HO’s with a frequencyv2 of the order ofv0 ~see
Appendix A for the general case!. Due to the combined ac
tion of interaction and anharmonicity the two HO’s will b
displaced into new minimax10 and x20 given by equations
(I 12[I )

Ix205x10~M1v1
21A1x10

2 !,

Ix105x20~M2v2
21A2x20

2 !. ~9!

For uI u.I c we need the nonzero solutions of these eq
tions. Expanding around either minimum we find the n
~harmonic! frequencies from the secular equation

Ua12M1v2 2I

2I a22M2v2U50 ~10!

with

a i5Miv i
213Aixi0

2 , i 51,2. ~11!

From the conditionv1!v2 follows x20!x10 and, there-
fore, the termA2x20

2 in Eq. ~9! can be neglected giving

x205~ I /M2v2
2!x10 ~12!

and

x105v1AM1 /A1A~ I /I c!
221. ~13!

As a result we get from Eq.~10! under the condition
v1 /v2!1 with this accuracy the new frequenciesṽ25v2
and

ṽ1
252v1

2@~ I /I c!
221#. ~14!

The smaller frequency~14! is the solution of the linear equa
tion @compare with Eq.~10!#

M2v2
2~a12M1v2!5I 2. ~15!

It is remarkable that for weak interaction the strength of
anharmonicityAi does not enter the renormalized frequen
~14!.

Near the threshold where (uI u2I c)/I c!1, the smaller fre-
quency squaredṽ1

2 is proportional to (uI u2I c)/I c . Provided
the distribution of the random quantityI is smooth one gets
therefore, belowvc a linear DOS@ g̃(v)}v# irrespective of
the initial form ofg0(v). In Appendix A it is shown that the
same result holds if one has a low frequency HO surroun
by several high frequency ones. Our numerical calculati
~see Sec. VII! also show that this case is typical.

VI. THE BOSON PEAK

If the low-frequency HO with their reconstructed line
DOS were isolated, the problem would be solved. There
however, a further interaction between these oscillat
which we have not taken into account so far. The lo
frequency HO’s, displaced from their equilibrium position
09420
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create random static forcesf. The forcef i exerted on thei th
oscillator by thej th one is

f i5I i j xj 0 . ~16!

In a purely harmonic case, these linear forces would
affect the frequencies. Anharmonicity, however, renormali
the low frequency part of the spectrum,47 a manifestation of
the sea-gull singularity. Consider an anharmonic oscilla
under the action of a random static forcef

U~x!5Ax4/41Mv1
2x2/22 f x, ~17!

where v1 is the oscillator frequency in the harmonic a
proximation. The forcef shifts the equilibrium position from
x50 to x0Þ0, given by

Ax0
31Mv1

2x02 f 50, ~18!

where the oscillator has a new~harmonic! frequency

vnew
2 5v1

213Ax0
2/M . ~19!

If g̃1(v1) is the distribution function of frequenciesv1 and
P( f ) is the distribution of random forces, then the renorm
ized DOS is given by

g~v!5E
0

`

g̃1~v1!dv1E
2`

`

d f P~ f !d~v2vnew!. ~20!

As the forces between the HO’s are proportional tor i j
23

their sum is Lorentzian distributed~see Appendix B!:

P~ f !5
1

p

d f

f 21~d f !2
. ~21!

Assuming v!vc and integrating Eq.~20! with g̃1(v1)
5Cv1 we arrive at the integral

g~v!

v2 5
6C

pv!S v

v!D 2E
0

1 dt

11~v/v!!6t2~322t2!
~22!

with

v!5A3A1/6~d f !1/3/AM ~23!

and after integration finally Eq.~1!is obtained.
For small frequencies, below the Boson peak,v!vb only

small random forcesf contribute to the second integral in Eq
~20!. In this case the distribution functionP( f ) can be ap-
proximated by a constant valueP(0) and we get from Eq.
~20!

g~v!}v3E
0

v

dv1

v1

Av22v1
2
}v4. ~24!

As a result at low frequencies the renormalized DOS
g(v)}v4.47 For sufficiently large frequenciesv@vb the ac-
tion of random static forces on the HO spectrum can
discarded. In this case we recover the linear DOSg(v)
}v.
3-4
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The BP frequencyvb'1.1v! is determined by the char
acteristic value of the random static forced f , Eq. ~16!, act-
ing on an HO with the characteristic frequencyvc . Accord-
ing to Eq.~16!, it is due to the interaction between HO’s wit
frequencies of order ofvc , i.e.,

I i j
(c)'Jnc , J'I /n0'Mvc /n0g0~v0!,

wherenc'n0g0(vc)vc is the concentration of these HO’s
The characteristic displacement of a low-frequency HO
~13! from the equilibrium position isxj 0'vcAM /A. As a
result, we get the estimate

d f 'MAM

A
vc

3g0~vc!

g0~v0!
~25!

and according to Eq.~23!

vb'vc@g0~vc!/g0~v0!#1/3, vb!vc . ~26!

Again, in lowest order the anharmonicityA does not enter
this formula.

As a result we get a following estimate for the reco
structed DOS:

g~v!.H g0~v!, v.vc ,

v g0~vc!/vc , vb,v,vc ,

v4g0~v0!/vc
4 , v,vb .

~27!

If the DOS of the noninteracting oscillators is given by
power lawg0(v)}vn, the BP frequencyvb scales with the
interaction strengthI as

vb}uI u11n/3. ~28!

Since in accordance with Eq.~8! vc}uI u, we have always
vb!vc for n.0.

VII. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

To test our ideas by numerical simulations, we placedN
oscillators with frequencies 0,v i,1 on a simple cubic lat-
tice with lattice constanta51 and periodic boundary cond
tions. To simulate random orientations of the oscillators
took for gi j , Eq. ~4!, random numbers in the interva
@20.5,0.5#. The massesMi and anharmonicity paramete
Ai were put to 1. The DOS for the noninteracting oscillato
was taken asg0(v)}vn, with n51,2,3.

Using the potential energy given by the generalization
Eq. ~3! plus the anharmonicity@Eq. ~7!# we then minimized
the potential energy, and in the usual harmonic expans
around this minimum calculated the DOS for different inte
action strengthsJ. This was repeated for up to 10 000 repr
sentations. To check for size dependence we did the calc
tions for differentN. Apart from the caseJ50.07 the results
did not change betweenN52097 andN54096.

The predicted change over in thev dependence of the
DOS at two characteristic frequenciesvc and vb and the
linear part in between can be clearly observed in a log-
representation, Fig. 2, forg0(v)}v2 andJ50.1. From the
calculated eigenvectors we find that, as expected, at the
09420
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est frequencies the HO are weakly coupled whereas near
abovevb the eigenmodes are complicated superpositions
many HO’s.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the simulatedg(v)/v2

on the interaction strengthJ. We can see the general increa
of vb and related decrease of the BP intensity with incre
ing J. Our simulations cover one decade in BP frequenc
The insert shows that, in full agreement with our predictio
@see Eqs.~8! and ~28!#, the crossover frequencies chan
with interactionJ asvc}J andvb}J11n/3.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT

In Fig. 4 we compare our theoretical curve, Eq.~1!, with
Raman scattering data of lithium borate glasses55 with differ-
ent compositions. The agreement is remarkably good o
the whole composition range. This supports the idea o
universal shape of the Boson peak.56 The shift of the BP to
higher frequencies with increasing concentration of Li2O can
be explained by an increase of the total concentration
QLV’s and consequently of their interaction.

The agreement between theory and experiment is not c
fined to this class of material. This is exemplified by Fig.
which shows a comparison of the theoretical curve with n
merical simulation results and neutron and Raman scatte

FIG. 2. Simulated density of states@g0(v)}v2, N52097] in a
log-log representation. The arrows indicate the two character
frequenciesvb andvc .

FIG. 3. Simulatedg(v)/v2 for different interaction strengths
@g0(v)}v2, N52097, andN54096 (J50.07)]. The inset shows
the scaling of the crossover frequenciesvc (s) andvb (d) with
interaction strengthJ.
3-5
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data for three different glasses.
One of the most important results of our theory is t

predicted linear frequency dependence of the density of
brational states above the Boson peak. It stems from
vibrational instability of interacting harmonic modes. Su
linear behavior has been observed in many numerical si
lations on different glasses and model disorde
systems.32,35,36,39,58,59It is also in a good agreement wit
many experimental results60,57,61–66 where the vibrational
DOS has a section with near linear frequency depende
Figure 6 shows this for vitreous silica at different tempe
tures. Above the Boson peak the DOS increases appr
mately linearly with frequency.

In this paper we dealt with the case of weak interact
between HO’s. If the interaction is increased the characte
tic frequenciesvb and vc grow and the gap between the
narrows and finally disappears. Then our ‘‘BP’’ ing(v)/v2

superimposes the ‘‘boundary peak’’ ing0(v) at the edge of
the assumed spectrum of naked~noninteracting! QLV’s. The
BP can no longer be distinguished from the boundary pea
from a possible equivalent maximum ing0(v). It is possible
that in some cases, e.g., orientational glasses,g0(v) has a
pronounced peak which is still visible after the reshaping
the DOS by interaction.

Similar models with strong coupling between oscillato

FIG. 4. Boson peak in reduced units: Eq.~1! ~solid line! and
Raman data for lithium borate glasses~Ref. 55!. The positions of
the Boson peak~for different compositionsx) are given in brackets

FIG. 5. Boson peak in reduced units: Eq.~1! ~solid line!, nu-
merical simulation, Fig. 3~dashed line!, neutron scattering data fo
a-SiO2 at T551 K ~Ref. 57! (d) and for the orientational glas
phase of ethanol~Ref. 23! (s) and Raman data fora-B2O3 ~Ref.
55! ~1!.
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were previously investigated by molecular dynam
simulations22 and by the replica method.54 For example, in
Ref. 22 Grannanet al. assumed that the dynamics ‘‘is com
pletely dominated by the interaction between defects me
ated by the strain field.’’ The local field~harmonic and an-
harmonic contribution! was neglected. We consider th
opposite case where the local field~harmonic and anhar
monic! dominates and interaction between dipoles is wea

IX. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we presented a universal picture of the
formation in glasses. We have shown that the low freque
quasilocalized harmonic modes in glasses are destabilize
the weak bilinear interaction between them. Anharmonic
stabilizes the system in a minimum of configuration space
completely reconstructs the low frequency part of the sp
trum ~at v,vc) and the Boson peak feature~at vb!vc)
naturally emerges. The thus created boson peak has a m
rial independent shape. At low frequencies, below the BP,
vibrational DOS increases asg(v)}v4, and above the BP
asg(v)}v.

Although the anharmonicity is responsible for this effe
the final spectrum of stable vibrations remainsharmonic. A
remarkable feature of the presented theory is that the stre
of the anharmonicity does not enter the stable spectrum
all. It looks as if the anharmonicity does all the work,
stabilizes the system in a minimum and reconstructs
spectrum and then disappears. Therefore, the discussed
nomenon is independent of the variation of the anharmo
ity between different materials. The only parameter enter
the final density of states is the strength of interaction
tween the HO’s.

Compared to previous work, the main result of our a
proach is the natural emergence of the BP on the unst
tured, flat low frequency part of the initial spectru
g0(v)/v2 where the DOS previously had no peaks. F
small interactions the BP frequency is much smaller than
Debye frequency value. It shifts with interaction strengthI
which explains the large variety of BP magnitudes found
experiment. In contrast with previous models, a natural c
nection of the Boson peak phenomena with other unive
properties of glasses is established.

FIG. 6. Density of states of vitreous silica for three temperatu
taken from inelastic neutron scattering data~Ref. 57!. The slope of
the straight line on the figure is equal to -1.1.
3-6
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APPENDIX A: CLUSTER APPROACH

Consider a cluster containing a low frequency oscilla
with frequencyv1&vc surrounded by a large numbers21
of HO’s with much higher frequenciesv j;v0. Inclusive of
their interaction, the total potential energy of the cluster

U tot5(
i

M iv i
2

2
1

1

4 (
i

Aixi
42

1

2 (
i , j Þ i

I i j xixj . ~A1!

The equilibrium positions of the HO’sxi0 are given by the
system ofs nonlinear equations

Miv i
2xi01Aixi0

3 5(
j Þ i

I i j xj 0 , i 51,2, . . . ,s. ~A2!

In the case of instability (xi0Þ0), in analogy to the pre-
viously considered case of a pair of oscillators, the sta
displacements of the high-frequency oscillators are m
smaller than the one of the low-frequency oscillatorx10.
Therefore, in leading order

xi05~ I 1i /Miv i
2!x10, iÞ1. ~A3!

Inserting these values into Eq.~A2! for i 51 we get

M1v1
2x101A1x10

3 5x10(
iÞ1

I 1i
2

Miv i
2

. ~A4!

Under the condition

M1v1
2,k where k[(

iÞ1

I 1i
2

Miv i
2

~A5!

the cluster becomes unstable and the low frequency osc
tor is displaced to a minimum

x105A~k2M1v1
2!/A1. ~A6!

In the opposite case,M1v1
2.k, the cluster is stable andxi0

50.
The eigenfrequencies of the interacting oscillators are

solutions of the secular equation of order ofs

Ua12M1v2 2I 12 . . . 2I 1s

2I 21 a22M2v2 . . . 2I 2s

A A � A

2I s1 2I s2 . . . as2Msv
2

U50.

~A7!

Here the a i are given by Eq.~11!. In leading order in
I i j /Mv0

2 the secular equation is a linear equation forv2

@compare Eq.~15!#
09420
u

r

ic
h

a-

e

~a12M1v2!)
j Þ1

M jv j
22(

iÞ1
I 1i

2 )
j Þ1,i

M jv j
250 ~A8!

or

a12M1v25(
iÞ1

I 1i
2

Miv i
2

5k ~A9!

and the new low frequency of the system of coupled osci
tors is given by

v 1̃
25H 1

M1
~M1v1

22k!, k,M1v1
2 ,

2

M1
~k2M1v1

2!, k.M1v1
2 .

~A10!

As in the case of a pair of oscillators, the anharmonicity h
been used in the derivation of Eq.~A10! but does not appea
in this or our final result Eq.~1!.

To derive the~reconstructed! DOS the distribution ofk,
r(k), has to be calculated. Inserting Eqs.~4! and ~A5! into
the definition ofr(k) gives

r~k!5K dS k2
J2

M (
j Þ1

g1 j
2

r 1 j
6 v j

2D L . ~A11!

Here the angular brackets denote averaging over the p
tions of thes21 high frequency HO’s, their frequencies an
orientations. For simplicity we take equal massesM j5M
and forgi j a uniform distribution in the interval@-1/2, 1/2#.

Using the Holtsmark method67 ~see Appendix B! one gets

r~k!5
1

A2p

B

k3/2
expS 2

B2

2kD , ~A12!

where

B5
p

3
Ap

2

Jn0

AM
K 1

v L
0

[vcAM . ~A13!

Here n0 is the total concentration of HO in the cluster an
^1/v&0 is the v21 moment of the normalized initial DOS
g0(v). This formula is a more accurate definition of th
characteristic frequencyvc introduced in Eq.~8!. Note that
the distributionr(k) ~A12! belongs to an important class o
one-sided stable distributions, Ref. 68.

Due to the combined action of interaction and anharm
nicity the DOS is reconstructed tog̃(v)52vG̃(v2) with

G̃~v2!5^d~v22ṽ1
2!&k,v1

[E
0

`

dkr~k!E
0

`

dv1
2G0~v1

2!d~v22ṽ1
2!

~A14!

andG0(v1
2)[g0(v1)/2v1. Using Eq.~A10! and integrating

Eq. ~A14! we obtain
3-7
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G̃~v2!5
1

2E0

`

dkrS k1
1

2
Mv2DG0S k

M D
1E

0

`

dkr~k!G0S v21
k

M D . ~A15!

For low frequencies,v!vc , G̃(v2)5const andg̃(v)}v,
i.e., the reconstructed DOS is alinear function of v. For
high frequencies the first term in Eq.~A15! can be discarded
and the original DOS is reproduced,G̃(v2)5G0(v2) for
v@vc .

APPENDIX B: HOLTSMARK METHOD

1. Distribution of random forces

Let xi be a random value with zero mean^x&50 and
finite ^uxu& and letr i (N→`) be Poisson-distributed random
points in three-dimensional~3D! space with concentration
nc . The distribution functionP( f ) of the random values

f 5(
i

xi

r i
3

~B1!

can then be calculated by the Holtsmark method.67

P~ f !5K dS f 2(
i

xi

r i
3D L [

1

2pE2`

`

dtei f tF~t! ~B2!

with

F~t!5K expF2 i t(
i

xi

r i
3G L , ~B3!

where angular brackets denote averaging overxi and r i .
Since the valuesxi /r i

3 are independent of each other

F~t!5^e2 i tx/r 3
&N5S 12

1

VE d3r ^12e2 i tx/r 3
&xD N

~B4!

which in the limit N→` becomes

F~t!5expF2ncE d3r ^12e2 i tx/r 3
&xG . ~B5!

Using ^x&.50 and changing the integration variable toy
5utuuxu/r 3 we get

F~t!5expF2
4pnc

3
utu^uxu&E

0

`dy

y2
~12cosy!G . ~B6!

The integral equalsp/2 and Eq.~B2! is the Fourier transform
of a Lorentzian distribution of random forces

P~ f !5
1

p

d f

f 21~d f !2
~B7!

where the width of the distribution is given by
09420
d f 5
2p2nc

3
^uxu&. ~B8!

2. r„k… distribution

The same method can be applied to calculate the distr
tion of the random quantityk

k5(
i

xi
2

r i
6v i

2
, ~B9!

where the xi ’s are random and uniformly distributed
2x0/2,xi,x0/2, r i are (N→`) Poisson-distributed random
points in 3D space~concentrationn0) and v i are random
frequencies of HO’s distributed in the interval

0,v i,v0 ~B10!

with a DOSg0(v) normalized to unity.
Analogously to Eq.~B2! the distributionr(k) can be writ-

ten as

r~k!5
1

2pE2`

`

dteiktK~t! ~B11!

with

K~t!5K expF2 i t(
i

xi
2

r i
6v i

2G L . ~B12!

Following the steps of the previous subsection we can w

K~t!5expF2n0E d3r ^12e2 i tx2/r 6v2
&x,vG ~B13!

and, introducing the new variabley5(x2utu)/(r 6v2),

K~t!5expF2
2p

3
n0K uxu

v L
x,v

Autu~a1 ib sgnt!G ,

~B14!

where

a5E
0

` dy

y3/2
~12cosy!, b5E

0

` dy

y3/2
siny. ~B15!

It is straightforward to show thata5b5A2p. Therefore

K~t!5exp@2BAutu~11 i sgnt!# ~B16!

with

B5
p

3
Ap

2
n0x0K 1

v L . ~B17!

After integration in Eq.~B11! with K(t) from Eq. ~B16! we
finally get

r~k!5
1

A2p

B

k3/2
expS 2

B2

2kD . ~B18!
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